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Glossary:	Common	Terms	and	Acronyms 

	
	 	

BFD Bidirectional Forwarding Detection is a standard UDP-based protocol that provides 
fast detection of Layer 3 next-hop failures. It is used in conjunction with a routing 
protocol, such as OSPF or BGP 

BGP Border Gateway Protocol is a popular standard networking protocol used to exchange 
routing and reachability data amongst routers and autonomous systems (AS) 

Fabric A set of Netvisor switches configured as a single virtual entity 

nvFlow Netvisor Flow is the instrumentation/data source embedded within the Netvisor 
software/device that enables flow-based telemetry into Insight Analytics 

OSPF Open Shortest Path First is a standard routing protocol that falls into the category of 
interior gateway protocols (IGPs), operating within a single autonomous system (AS) 

Overlay In the VXLAN context this refers to all the logical elements of interconnection that are 
built on top of the underlying networking infrastructure in order to offer higher-level 
transport functionalities 

SDN Software-Defined Networking, defined by the Open Networking Foundation as an 
emerging architecture that is dynamic, manageable, cost-effective, and adaptable, 
making it ideal for the high-bandwidth, dynamic nature of today's applications. 

Underlay In the VXLAN context, this refers to the generic underlying networking infrastructure 
(for example, a plain-vanilla IP-based transport spanning one or more data center sites)  

vFlow vFlow is a Pluribus technology used to define fabric-wide policies for line-rate control, 
manipulation and physical/logical redirection of traffic flows 

vNET A Virtual Network is a logical partition of the Pluribus fabric. A vNET represents a 
group of network objects that can operate independently and have dedicated resources. 
It is used for multitenancy and network segmentation purposes 

vNET 
Manager 

An object that manages the vNET instances in a fabric. The vNET manager runs in a 
dedicated operating system container on a switch or on vNV 

vNV Virtual Netvisor is a Netvisor fabric node instantiated in a virtual server environment 
to offload fabric service functions (like vNET manager) to a server 

vRouter An object used to provide routing between subnets, VLANs and/or vNETs. A vRouter 
runs in a dedicated operating system container 

VRRP The Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol is a networking protocol that provides first-
hop redundancy and other redundancy functionalities by supporting the concept of 
virtual routers, which are an abstract representation of two or more routers, i.e., master 
and backup router(s), acting as a unified logical group 

VTEP A VXLAN Tunnel Endpoint is the termination point of a VXLAN tunnel 
VXLAN Virtual Extensible LAN is a standard UDP-based packet encapsulation technology (see 

[VXLAN]). It is used as encapsulation to extend Layer 2 segments across Layer 3 
boundaries 
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About	Pluribus	Networks	
Pluribus Networks provides fabric networking and analytics solutions that transform existing network 
infrastructures from being rigid, costly and complex, into a foundation for modern digital-centric businesses. 
Built on the deployment-proven Netvisor® network virtualization software, Pluribus Adaptive Cloud 
Fabric™ architecture provides unprecedented insight, agility and security to create the industry’s only 
combined SDN and Network Performance Monitoring (NPM) offering. 
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“As general best practice, 
security should be considered 
an indispensable day-one 
foundational component for 
any IT architecture […]” 

Secure	Data	Center	With	Pluribus	Adaptive	Cloud	Fabric	

Introduction	
In today’s fast-changing data center (DC) technology environment there are many important aspects that are 
top-of-mind for IT professionals and that drive heavy investments as businesses aim to improve their 
operations to capture new market opportunities: operational agility and operational expenditure (OpEx) 
reductions, infrastructure virtualization and workload mobility, service redundancy, architecture 
consolidation, etc. 
Cloud-based services and infrastructures play a crucial role in this rapidly evolving technological backdrop 
that DC architects heavily rely upon for their current and future design choices. This is because cloud-based 
technologies strongly emphasize appealing design characteristics such as flexibility, scalability and 
redundancy, with the added benefit of intrinsic cost optimizations due to lower operational complexity and 
infrastructure consolidation. 

However, one cannot help but wonder to what extent and with what relative weight cyber-security is 
factored in by IT architects as part of a holistic DC design process. 

What time and time again one reads in the press is that after the latest malware outbreak that wreaks havoc 
in the so-and-so business environment(s) (as is the case of the recent worldwide WannaCry ransomware 
cyber-attack, whose global economic costs were estimated to be $8 billion), IT departments belatedly move 
to swiftly “patch” a well-known vulnerability left wide open and exploitable for way too much time. 

Even though sparse anecdotal reports do not constitute hard statistical evidence, at least they may provide 
security-conscious readers with a strong hint that security is oftentimes treated as an afterthought by a 
significant number of businesses. The catastrophic results that sometimes ensue are an unfortunate result of 
such a remiss attitude. 

Instead, as a general best practice, security should be considered an 
indispensable day-one foundational component for any IT 
architecture, meant to secure data and user access end-to-end and 
thus protect systems from tampering and unauthorized access. 

In particular, both advanced high-end DC designs as well as less 
sophisticated on-premise DC deployments can greatly benefit from 
heightened security, which requires the hardening of the servers as 
well as of the entire networking infrastructure.  

As we will discuss in more detail in this document, the network plays an active role of paramount 
importance with regard to the hardening of the overall DC infrastructure. 

In fact, any complex system like a data center based on a multitude of interconnected sub-systems is only as 
robust as its weakest element or link, wherever that may be located. Therefore, contrary to popular belief, 
it’s usually not sufficient to just secure any one individual component or even a limited portion of the 
network topology (for example, its perimeter) to achieve optimal security. 

For instance, in case of enterprise networks, firewalls are very powerful security devices that are commonly 
deployed to harden the network’s perimeter. However, many serious security breaches reported in the news 
oftentimes come from within the network, after getting past the firewalls. Even the addition of sophisticated 
intrusion detection systems (IDS) may not completely avert those exploits that leverage the weakest 
components of the system. 
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As a consequence, securing a complex data center really requires a more holistic (and hence effective) 
approach to system deployment and network design. On top of that, cloud-based architectures have recently 
pushed the envelope even more, thus requiring yet more flexible and scalable systems even in the area of 
security enforcement. 
Pluribus Secure Data Center solution described in this document is Pluribus Networks’ answer to these 
demanding customer requirements. 

From a historical perspective, in recent times the breakthrough development of virtualization and geo-
clustering technologies in the data center has promoted the adoption of new highly sophisticated and flexible 
interconnection models (both intra-DC and inter-DC, the latter model also generically referred to as Data 
Center Interconnect (DCI)). As an important consequence, data center network devices have evolved and 
have implemented so-called fabric-based design paradigms that are optimized for scalability and resiliency 
of both physical and virtual workloads, which can be either locally or geographically distributed. 
Being at the forefront of computer network technology, time and again Pluribus Networks’ customers have 
grown to appreciate Pluribus’ highly scalable and cost-effective fabric-based solutions on a variety of 
different open platforms and have enjoyed its industry-leading choice of openness with the flexible and 
standard-based VXLAN technology [VXLAN] for a variety of different use cases. 
As a matter of fact, Pluribus Networks’ technologies have proven to be the ideal fit for both demanding 
cloud-based DC networks as well as for more diverse on-premise DC deployments, thanks to their excellent 
scalability, fast failover times and world-class openness and interoperability. 

Pluribus Networks has also become well known for having spearheaded the implementation of an industry-
leading logically-unified secure distributed control plane, the Adaptive Cloud Fabric. This unique capability 
does not require a centralized controller device to provide advanced control plane functions and is natively 
supported in the Netvisor software running on each switch 
without requiring special licenses. 
Another security-centric innovation is offered by Pluribus 
Networks’ award-winning end-to-end network monitoring and 
analytics solution, called Pluribus Insight Analytics 
[NPMVA], which allows all Pluribus Netvisor/Open NetVisor 
for Linux (ONVL)-powered switches to provide granular 
visibility into both intra- and inter-DC traffic, with powerful 
security applications to commonly requested use cases such as 
behavioral analysis, threat detection, reporting and mitigation. 

As we will see in detail in the subsequent sections of this document, the Secure Data Center solution is based 
on Pluribus Software-Defined Networking (SDN)-based Adaptive Cloud Fabric’s advanced feature set and 
is Pluribus’ innovative answer to customers’ growing demands for a comprehensive approach to network 
fabric security, to ensure that both old and new applications and services are delivered in a secure, reliable 
and trustworthy manner. 
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Network	Hardening	with	Adaptive	Cloud	Fabric:	a	Comprehensive	
Integrated	Approach	
Data centers are an extremely appealing target for hackers because of the critical nature of the information 
(think: credit card numbers) and of the services (think: e-Commerce) that they manage. 
DC security problems (also known as “threats”) can be of a number of different types: denial of service 
(DoS), information theft, fraudulent data injection or alternation, purposeful critical data 
corruption/obfuscation (e.g., for ransomware), unauthorized access and possible hijacking of resources, etc. 

Attacks can target any of the interconnected systems, whether servers or networking devices or even 
specialized appliances, and can affect specific applications or protocols. 

To achieve that, hackers use communication channels, such as the Internet and the so-called dark web, to 
collaborate, identify known or novel vulnerabilities (i.e., system deficiencies), and develop highly 
sophisticated attacks to exploit such deficiencies. DC attacks can be performed with the help of bespoke 
automated tools, sometimes developed even with a nice easy-to-use interface so that they could be employed 
by anyone, whether they be advanced security researchers or even the dumbest crook. 

This type of relentless and sophisticated approach to the development of DC attacks by the hackers requires 
an equally strong and opposed effort by the community of IT professionals to harden and secure DC 
infrastructures. By way of example, we will see below how the network plays a pivotal role in this 
monumental hardening effort and how it can significantly help to counteract malicious attacks. 

In security classes or books, we are often taught that basic security hardening requires at least three major 
components/processes: 

1. Using a firewall device (or cluster of devices) to filter the so-called North-South traffic in the data 
center and thus protect it from direct attacks from the outside (i.e., from the Internet) 

2. Disabling all unnecessary services (this should be performed both on end devices and on networking 
devices for both control and data plane traffic) 

3. Regularly patching the software on all the systems that are potential attack targets (in most cases that 
means all devices) 

Moreover, to further strengthen the overall security level, IDS devices can be deployed too in order to assist 
in the detection (and possibly also prevention, called IPS) of malicious activity or security policy violations. 

However, what is sometimes overlooked is that scalability problems may arise when new technology and 
ever growing performance demands push the envelope beyond the level of scalability offered by firewall 
and/or IDS/IPS devices. In such cases those appliances become performance bottlenecks. To make things 
worse, several threats are not detected at all by some of these devices (as is the case of firewalls with attacks 
based on East-West traffic). 

In these situations fortunately, as we will see shortly, the network devices can come to the rescue! 

But before elaborating more on that, let’s enumerate a number of the most common attacks to use as 
reference and analyze how advanced networking technologies can provide a potent helping hand… 
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The most common types of attacks tend to fall into a few main categories: 

1. Layer 2 Attacks: These are typically vulnerabilities of the OSI data link layer (also known as Layer 
2) and its related protocols, some of which are not particularly robust (such as ARP) and hence are 
very frequently used as “attack vectors” (that is, means to perform higher level attacks). For example, 
ARP poisoning attacks can be used to hijack a connection in one direction or in both to glean 
information from the traffic (hence they also fall into the category of man-in-the-middle (MitM) 
attacks) so as to be able to target potential higher-level vulnerabilities. 
Other Layer 2 attacks are DHCP spoofing attacks (which use the DHCP protocol instead of ARP to 
impersonate a single host or even poison multiple hosts’ address assignments), or MAC flooding 
attacks to cause potential traffic leaks and/or denial of service, etc.  
Layer 2 attacks typically occur only within the same broadcast domain/local subnet and hence can be 
contained by using appropriately fine network segregation techniques (e.g., granular VLANs). 
Outright prevention instead requires more specific technologies, which we will describe later in this 
document. 

2. Layer 3 and Higher Attacks: These are vulnerabilities of the OSI network layer (also known as 
Layer 3) and higher layers. They typically leverage weaknesses in the IP protocol, ICMP protocol, or 
similar and at Layer 4 and higher they target the TCP or UDP ports and protocol behavior. 

The most well-known and simple attack is called port scanning, in which a worm or other malicious 
piece of software rapidly scans all open Layer 4 ports reachable in the network to find a vulnerable 
one that would allow it to spread to another device. In this category other serious attacks are: TCP 
SYN floods, ICMP ping of death, IP address spoofing, DNS attacks, etc. 

These attacks too can be somewhat contained by using appropriate segregation technologies, as we 
will see later in this document. In addition, network visibility technologies can help discover and 
promptly stop such attacks. 

3. Denial of Service (DoS) and Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) Attacks: These types of attacks 
seek to leverage any vulnerability of any network layer to produce a very severe impact on one or 
more services, to the point of degrading them so much that they would fail. Distributed DoS attacks 
are typically performed by a large number of entities (for instance, a botnet of compromised hosts) to 
multiply the aggregate impact by a potentially huge (and often devastating) factor. They can 
sometimes be pure Layer 3 attacks (as in the case of smurf attacks, which leverage broadcast ICMP 
to trigger a bombardment of ICMP responses toward an attacked device) or they can be performed in 
conjunction with Layer 3 attacks such as IP address spoofing. 

4. Unauthorized Access: This type of sneaky vulnerability allows malicious (as well as non-malicious) 
users to gain access to restricted resources through a valid but unchecked entry point or through a so-
called backdoor. 

 
Other types of attacks exist, but this document is not meant to be a comprehensive treatise on all of them. 

On the other hand, the subsequent sections will show how to address the most common cases and create 
a very solid security baseline. Such baseline will have to start, though, by covering ease-of-use and 
minimization of human error… 
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Adaptive	Cloud	Fabric’s	First	Step	to	Security	
The fist basic step to security is to make sure that the configuration process does not leave any weaknesses 
due to simple oversights and/or to more profound configuration errors. Therefore, it is critical for initial set-
up and subsequent maintainability that the process of device configuration be as easy as possible. 

In this respect, Pluribus Adaptive Cloud Fabric architecture uses an innovative distributed control plane that 
can manage all fabric nodes (whether co-located or geographically dispersed) from a single CLI-based or 
API-based management point. It implements a fully symmetrical model so that any node can act as a single 
point of management for the entire fabric, thus massively reducing fabric configuration complexity (and 
hence the possibility of human error). At the same time, it is also able to interoperate with a centralized 
management station or controller through RESTful APIs or an OVSDB interface while preserving 100% 
equivalence between the CLI commands and the other API-based configuration models (which enable 
interoperability with powerful automation and management platforms such as Ansible and OpenDaylight). 

Adaptive Cloud Fabric’s advanced transactional model guarantees that device configuration is maintained 
consistently across network nodes and supports also rollback capabilities. Therefore, a single point of 
provisioning provides consistent network-wide configuration with powerful commands that can operate on a 
list of dispersed fabric devices (instead of simply on individual ones). 

  

Figure 1. Adaptive Cloud Fabric Model 

In addition, the Adaptive Cloud Fabric’s control plane by virtue of its user-centric nature provides intuitive 
less error-prone mechanisms to automatically configure “super-entities” from a number of physical or 
logical components (switch clustering, auto-LAG, automatic tunnel creation, etc. are examples of such time-
saving automatic mechanisms built in to the Adaptive Cloud Fabric). 

Regarding security, Adaptive Cloud Fabric’s open networking DNA brings along many powerful native 
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segmentation/multi-tenancy/telemetry and security features such as VLANs, VRFs, vNETs, vFlow and nvFlow, 
further described later in this document and also represented in the high-level model in Figure 1 above 

 

Next	Step:	Network	Infrastructure’s	Hardening	
The network infrastructure is often a prime target for malicious attacks because of the possibility of inflicting 
the most amount of damage to as many devices as possible (in the worst case scenario, to bring down the entire 
network and with it all the attached devices). Other reasons to target the network may be to attempt to redirect 
and snoop traffic to learn about clear-text information and find out possible other weaknesses that can lead to 
further malicious actions. 
Therefore, first and foremost, it is of foundational importance to apply robust control to the traffic that reaches 
the network devices and to implement appropriate protections against any potentially disruptive traffic: in this 
section, we’ll start by focusing on the network’s control plane. 
In any network device, there exists a management entity (typically a general purpose CPU or custom processor) 
that is in charge of communication exchanges with other networking devices as well as of interactions with a 
portion of the traffic coming from the rest of the network (the so-called data plane). In general, all the traffic that 
is natively directed or purposefully redirected to such management processor is commonly referred to as 
“control plane”. When the amount of any class or classes of traffic belonging to the control plane becomes 
abnormal (e.g., due to a DoS attempt) then the network device needs to take some action. 
Starting from Netvisor release 2.6.0, Pluribus Networks has implemented support for Control Plane Traffic 
Protection (CPTP) with Auto Quarantine. This powerful capability allows the control plane’s processing path to 
be protected against both misbehaving and malicious end-points that may start pumping an abnormal amount of 
control protocol packets. In Pluribus’ parlance, this is also called “CPU hog protection”. 
CPTP operates over 64 independent queues in order to be able to provide separation and granular control over 
different types of control plane traffic classes. It can be enabled with the system-settings-modify cpu-class-
enable command. 
In addition, CPTP is even more granular with its innovative auto-quarantine/CPU hog prevention mechanism. 
As of release 2.6.0, for the following protocols (in Pluribus’ parlance also called CPU classes): OSPF, BGP, 
BFD, LACP, STP, ARP, VRRP, and LLDP a user can enable the CPU hog protection capability (through the 
cpu-class-create command). When enabled, the Netvisor software monitors control plane packets arriving at the 
CPU on per-source-device basis. Traffic from a source device that is deemed to be consuming too much 
bandwidth (as per user-configurable rate-limit value) is redirected to a per-protocol quarantine queue by 
installing a hardware policy entry. At the same time, a syslog alert is displayed and the offending source 
device’s subsequent activity is monitored. Quarantine state is left automatically only when the traffic activity 
returns below acceptable limits for a preconfigured timeout time; then a corresponding syslog is displayed. 
Only certain system-defined protocol queues support hog protection. For these CPU classes the user can choose 
to enable the CPU hog protection capability, or to select the enable-and-drop option. In the latter case, all traffic 
from the quarantined source with the assigned protocol is dropped during ingress. 
Since hardware resources are limited, it is also possible to specify a threshold for the maximum number of 
acceptable CPU hog violators per port. When reached, such threshold causes that class’s auto-quarantine 
hardware policy to become per switch-port (i.e., less granular) instead of being per-port per-offender. 
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Another (complementary) technology very often employed to protect access to networking devices and 
resources is generically called Authentication, Authorization and Accounting (AAA). Pluribus’ AAA 
implementation supports the standard Terminal Access Controller Access Control System (TACACS+) and 
provides complete access control of the switch’s operating system and supports exhaustive command 
authorization and accounting of all commands at all levels (CLI, shell as well as vtysh), which is a very 
powerful and unique capability. 

Step	3:	vPort-based	Activity	Tracking	and	Security	
In Pluribus Networks’ Adaptive Cloud Fabric model virtual ports, in short vPorts, are software-based Layer 
2 entries associated to any ports a switch performs MAC address learning on. 

While a plain-vanilla hardware Layer 2 table is limited in its capacity by a switch’s dedicated ASIC memory 
size, Pluribus Netvisor/ONVL software runs in the control plane processor’s much larger DRAM memory 
space and hence is capable of tracking a large list of Layer 2 entries, much larger than what can fit into the 
limited space of a hardware table. This logical software extension of the Layer 2 table is the vPort database. 

vPort database entries are persistent and are synchronized across the fabric so that every fabric member is 
aware of every other Layer 2 table entry. This capability is particularly useful for instance to track (physical 
or virtual) mobile end-points as well as users so as to make sure that movements are legitimate.  

In a nutshell, the vPort database can be considered the authoritative distributed endpoint directory and 
switching activity history book of the entire Pluribus fabric. 

Its innate flexibility lends itself very well to security applications: as a matter of fact, the vPort database 
entries are not limited to only few basic parameters such as MAC addresses of end-points and related 
timestamps, but also include additional Layer 3 information and other valuable metadata that augment the 
versatility and hence the number of uses of the aggregate database information. 

Figure 2 shows the process of endpoint tracking of the vPort distributed database information. 

 

Figure 2. Endpoint Tracking with vPort Database 

In the specific context of security, the vPort database’s flexibility is an extremely powerful capability, for 
example in the case of ARP spoofing attacks. 

Let’s first see what a portion of the vPort data table may look like… 

Location 
Physical switch, Virtual switch, Host (VMWare) 

Identity 
Device, MAC, IP, VM type 

Mobility 
State, History, Motion 

Policy 
Security, ACLs, Tenant, VLAN, VXLAN, VNET 

Supports millions 
of end-points 
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The output of a “vport-show” command is displayed in the text box below with the two key columns in bold 
typeface (in this example, the inspected forwarding context is a VLAN, but can also be a VXLAN domain):  

 
In case of ARP poisoning attacks, the dynamically populated IP-to-MAC-address-binding entries (shown 
above) may be corrupted by a malicious end-point pretending to be someone else and sending a (series of) 
forged ARP packet(s) to overwrite legitimate gleaned information. Pluribus Networks’ simple protection for 
this exploit is to create proactively (with the vport-create command) or make reactively (as shown below) a 
forge-proof static binding in the vPort database. An ARP spoofing detection syslog message is printed when 
someone attempts the now-blocked forgery, as exemplified below:  

 

Step	4:	DHCP	protection	
DHCP is another protocol that can be exploited by malicious agents to mess with the address assignment of 
the network. Therefore, starting from release 2.6.0, Pluribus Networks has introduced support for DHCP 
protection (sometimes also referred to as DHCP Snooping). This requires that all DHCP packets be 
“snooped” and sent to the CPU using a protocol-specific rate limiter to be inspected. 

To prevent rogue agents from posing as DHCP servers, only switch ports that connect to known legitimate 
DHCP servers are defined as trusted. Therefore, typical DHCP message exchanges from server to client 
(such as DHCPOFFER and DHCPACK) are considered legitimate only on such trusted ports. 

In order for the users to control the trusted DHCP server port list, the CLI/APIs provide create/modify/show 
commands on the dhcp-lease object database with a choice of notify, drop or disable policy actions. 

 

CLI network-admin@switch > vport-show format ip,mac,hostname,vlan,last-active  

ip          mac               vlan hostname last-active 

----------  ----------------- ---- -------- -----------  

192.168.1.3 00:50:56:b2:73:e1    7 db-serv1 2014-08-07,12:25:11  

192.168.1.6 12:5c:19:69:25:30  123 db-serv2 now 

192.168.1.9 d6:f9:8a:29:25:44   42 db-serv1 2014-08-07,12:25:11 

CLI network-admin@switch > vport-modify mac 00:50:56:b2:73:e1 vlan 7 ip 
192.168.1.3 intf 11  

[…] 

ARP spoofing detection syslog message: 

mac/ip access denied: mac=00:50:56:b6:f9:10 ip=192.168.1.3 caller=ARP 
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Step	5:	Port	Security	
In order to prevent MAC flooding attacks, starting from release 2.6.0, a new capability has been added to 
restrict the maximum number of MAC addresses that can be learned on a switch port. It’s called MAC limit 
(or more generically Port Security). When the set value is exceeded, the configured policy action determines 
the remediation strategy that the control plane will undertake: just notify the user to let him/her make a 
decision, drop the triggering traffic or disabling the affected port, as seen in the example below: 

Step	6:	IP	Spoofing	Protection	
Using someone else’s identity (“spoofing”) is a very desirable characteristic in various types of attacks, for 
example for untraceability purposes and/or to amplify the effect of an attack. As a matter of fact, DDoS attacks 
would usually spoof random systems’ source addresses. In some cases, these addresses are selected on purpose 
in a specific target network, so that when attacking one or more targets those would respond with ICMP 
messages or other traffic, thereby unwittingly overloading the spoofed devices selected by the attackers. 
As described in more detail in RFC 2827 [IPSPOOF], sites can protect themselves by implementing proper 
filtering techniques to check the source addresses of the traffic. Firewalls, for example, can filter traffic 
coming from outside the DC and filter out spoofed IP sources (for example, sources that are known to be 
inside the DC, not outside, or that use invalid/reserved addresses such as the so-called “Martian addresses” 
which include any address within the 0.0.0.0/8, 10.0.0.0/8, 127.0.0.0/8, 172.16.0.0/12, 192.168.0.0/16, 
224.0.0.0/4, or 240.0.0.0/4 ranges). 

However, when a spoofing attack is locally originated, network devices within the DC and connected to the 
servers (typically the leaf switches) need to implement the source address filtering mechanism. 
In high-performance environments such as DCs a correspondingly high-performance solution needs to be 
deployed to be able to cope with IP spoofing issues with zero (or minimal) performance loss. On routers, this 
solution is usually known as Unicast Reverse Path Forwarding (uRPF, in short) technology, which in some 
cases may have performance implications. 

On the other hand, Pluribus Networks has leveraged its high-performance vFlow hardware technology to 
implement comprehensive uRPF validation that works with all types of traffic: bridged, routed, and VXLAN-
encapsulated (whether pass-through or terminated). vFlow can be used to completely prevent servers from 
sourcing IP traffic using an illegitimate address and to monitor attempted violations through dedicated statistics. 
A simple two-level source filter is described below: 

CLI network-admin@switch > mac-limit-modify port 45,49 mac-limit 5 mac-limit-
action log|drop|disable  

CLI network-admin@switch > vflow-create vlan <amber> src-ip 10.1.11.0/27 name 
amber-urpf-permit action none table System-VCAP-table-1-0 

CLI network-admin@switch > vflow-create vlan <amber> src-ip 0.0.0.0/0 name amber-
urpf-deny action drop table System-VCAP-table-1-0 
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Step	7:	The	Importance	of	Traffic	Segregation	and	Service	Insertion	
Traffic segregation is a potent attack mitigation strategy and hence represents a key pillar of network security. 
However it must be performed with no performance penalty, especially in highly demanding and scalable designs. 
In most modern architectures Layer 2 segregation is achieved with the use of standard VLANs (i.e., isolated 
bridging and Layer 2 learning domains). However, more tightly controlled and hence more secure designs also 
require an higher level of segregation for routed traffic, which can be achieved with traffic policies (e.g., using 
the vFlow technology) and/or with the use of Layer 3 entities known as virtual routing and forwarding (VRF) 
instances, or simply VRFs. Both VLAN and VRF entities are supported by Pluribus’ Netvisor software. 
Furthermore, Pluribus has introduced a pair of key technological enhancements to simplify configuration 
and improve scalability: the first such enhancement is support for Anycast Gateways (AGWs), which 
enables endpoints to use the same virtual MAC+IP gateway addresses on all leaf switches to better support 
mobility and increase routing efficiency without unnecessarily increasing the load on the switch’s CPU. In 
addition, assigning different VRF instances is now supported in conjunction with anycast gateways, which 
means that the VRF Layer 3 segregation function can now be performed on each first-hop leaf switch (or 
redundant switch pair) in a pervasive fashion in hardware for East-West traffic. This guarantees the 
maximum VRF scalability possible (limited only by the specific forwarding ASIC capabilities) and hence 
the best degree of segregation in high performance environments. 
With regard to North-South traffic instead, a so-called “border leaf” or leaf pair is still required to provide 
North-South routing using Pluribus’ powerful vRouter feature (with full routing protocols support) as well as 
to support perimeter firewall and/or IPS/IDS service insertion through vFlow redirection policies. 
Figure 4 shows an example of network with multiple VRFs, which have their East-West traffic routed 
locally on the first hop and who can connect to core routers and firewalls through a border leaf pair running 
the vRouter function as well as vFlow service insertion policies.  

Figure 4. Distributed VRFs with Anycast Gateways (AGWs) and Firewall Insertion 
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Multi-tenancy	and	Security	in	the	DC:	Pluribus’	Virtual	Networks	Solution	
One important characteristic that a fabric overlay must have is privacy and in particular in a multi-tenant DC 
architecture a tenant’s overlay requires strict data and management isolation from the other overlays and from 
the public underlay itself. 

Virtual Networks (vNETs) is Pluribus’ advanced solution to dealing with multi-tenancy requirements in a 
secure and versatile manner that goes beyond basic VLAN and VRF canons. 

In basic terms vNETs are separate resource management spaces. vNETs’ isolation and integration mechanisms 
operate in the data plane as well as in the control plane. A vNET object can be created with the “vnet-create” 
command to represent a manageable collection of instances of the following sub-components: 

• Physical ports 
• VLANs    
• VXLANs    
• VXLAN Tunnel End Points (VTEPs)    
• vRouters or VRFs  

Each vNET has a single point of management. As the fabric administrator, one can create vNETs and assign 
ownership of each vNET to individuals with responsibility for managing those resources and with separate 
usernames and passwords for each vNET manager, as shown in the configuration example below: 

Using separate credentials vNET administrators can utilize Secure Shell (SSH) to securely authenticate and 
connect to their own specific vNET manager and access a subset of the Netvisor’s CLI commands and 
resources. In this way multiple tenants can share a common fabric while each managing a separate vNET 
“resource pool” with security, traffic, and resource protection from other vNETs.  
Network pod virtualization schemes (sometimes called “vPODs” in short) can be provided by segmenting 
VLANs from the common infrastructure and assigning them to vNETs. In Pluribus parlance, this case is also 
referred to as Private Virtual Networks (Private vNETs) and is the most sophisticated vPOD implementation 
based on the vNET construct. 
Data plane isolation is guaranteed by the fact that each vNET utilizes a private VLAN namespace with Layer 
2 tables separated from the public VLAN namespace and from the private VLAN namespaces in use by 
other vNETs. 

CLI> switch LEAF1 vnet-create name VNET-B scope fabric 

CLI> user-modify name VNET-B-admin password 

password:  

confirm password: 
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“Knowledge is indeed power: 
knowledge enhances network 
security since abnormal 
activity can be discriminated 
from normal one through the 
analysis of historical traffic 
patterns.” 

Figure 5 below depicts an example of a virtual POD-based type of deployment where vNETs are used to 
create fully independent pods with management, control and data plane isolation (i.e., independent vRouters, 
independent management plane, independent provisioning, etc.). 

Figure 5. Provisioning of vNETs as virtual PODs 

Pluribus	Insight	Analytics	(IA):	a	Holistic	Approach	to	Security	Baselining,	
Alerting	and	Reporting	

On top of all the preventive security measures described above to successfully cope with many categories of 
well-known attacks, it is very important to also prepare for potential unknown threats that may arise in the future. 

What is the best weapon against unknowns? — One may ask… 
Paradoxically it is knowledge, because knowledge enables users to 
make informed decisions even in dire conditions when timing and 
precision of action are critical. 

This approach is called security baselining and entails the gathering 
of a large amount of precise information about the normal 
functioning of the network so as to be able to distinguish abnormal 
traffic patterns, should they show up due to attacks or network 
malfunctions. 
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“Pluribus’ award-winning 
Insight Analytics technology 
eliminates the economic and 
operational barriers 
associated with a traditional 
high-performance monitoring 
infrastructure” 

 

In order to gain thorough network knowledge, it is critical that networking devices provide granular end-to-
end traffic visibility even in the most challenging conditions (e.g., during a denial of service attack) 
especially in high performance designs. Cloud-based DCs are a prime example of the most demanding 
environments where network visibility and analytics technologies can have the most beneficial impact. 

Pluribus Networks has chosen to embed high performance implementations of such technologies (also 
known as fabric telemetry technologies) pervasively in each DC switch to offer its customers the most 
effective means to achieve optimal security baselining even in the most challenging DC environments. 

Furthermore, the business-critical applications of fabric telemetry technologies span so many and diverse 
categories that their use can easily be considered more than just a security best practice, but rather a 
foundational cornerstone of any scalable and versatile network architecture: beside security/forensics 
analysis and incident response, they can be employed for auditing and compliance analysis purposes, as well 
as for performance analysis and optimization, troubleshooting, etc. All of those are extremely important use 
cases that shouldn’t be thought of as an unaffordable luxury anymore! 
Pluribus’ award-winning Insight Analytics technology eliminates the 
economic and operational barriers associated with a traditional high-
performance monitoring infrastructure that supports both flow- and 
packet-based analytics. Pluribus Insight Analytics are easy to deploy 
(inline or through a span/mirror port), interoperable with existing 
networking gear, cost effective and highly intuitive to use. 

Pluribus Insight Analytics technology not only provides packet and 
flow analytics, but also supports flexible reporting and alerting 
capabilities one would expect from a professional network 
performance monitoring (NPM) and analytics tool. 

Both intra- and inter-DC performance analysis (for example traffic latency analysis) is particularly important 
when business-critical performance-sensitive (e.g., latency sensitive) applications are deployed. Both 
performance tuning and incident response actions can be planned more efficiently and more accurately based 
on the ongoing collection and review of analytic data from the network. 
TCP connection analysis is an important area where Pluribus Netvisor-based platforms excel in their ability 
to natively collect nvFlow telemetry data: accurate and complete connection data (such as end-to-end 
latency, duration, total bytes transferred, state of the TCP connection, and more) in real time for an up-to-
date view on the network traffic’s dynamic behavior without needing to use any sampling algorithm (i.e., 
without having to drop portions of the flow data), and without resorting to using wire taps or mirror ports. 
This makes Pluribus Insight Analytics a tap-less non-sampled fabric telemetry technology. 
Hence, the nvFlow functionality is much more powerful than sFlow and can be more ubiquitous than 
Netflow. 
From the user’s perspective, Pluribus Insight Analytics’ comprehensive fabric telemetry data is particularly 
valuable to be able to analyze patterns on client-server traffic flows (for example to identify a port scan or a 
denial of service attack) and also to correlate traffic flows between the underlay and the overlay networks in 
advanced fabric designs (see for example the traffic forwarding optimization case discussed earlier in the 
VRF/Anycast Gateway paragraph, in which East-West and North-South traffic path visualization is of 
paramount importance for troubleshooting).  
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Moreover, telemetry data can be conveniently collected via Pluribus REST APIs and visually inspected on a 
centralized monitoring station looking for typical patterns as well as anomalous behaviors, as shown below. 

 

Figure 6. Telemetry Data Collection for Security Baselining (and Other Uses) 

By using Pluribus Insight Analytics’ graphical tools users can easily identify the root cause of most issues 
with few clicks, for example: 

• Anomalous top talkers (top applications, top servers, top clients, top switch ports, etc.) 

• Rogue protocol traffic   

• (D)DoS attacks   

• Port scan attacks   

• Non-authorized protocols for server access   

• Rogue user or device access   

This document will delve into some of these uses cases in the subsequent sections. However, first more 
powerful Pluribus tools must be introduced and discussed. 

	 	

Any 3rd party 
IP transport 
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Pluribus	Insight	Analytics’	Programmable	Alerting	Engine	
Pluribus Insight Analytics provides six modules through its graphical user interface (GUI): a dashboard, an 
advanced search interface, a standard reports module, a customized reports module, a custom tags interface, 
and last but not least an alerts module. 
To enable various services and many important security use cases, the IA application leverages a high 
performance “elastic” search engine technology to store, aggregate, filter, correlate and visualize vast 
amounts of data in real-time and with a powerful “time machine” functionality. This makes the IA solution 
very flexible and programmable, with a simple query syntax to isolate and filter specific flows based on a 
number of different options: field-based exact matches, regular expressions, ranges, boolean operators, etc. 
Security telemetry data can often come in very large chunks that need some form of automation for detailed 
analysis. IA’s elastics search engine technology is exactly the type of tool that is required for such analysis 
process! 
In addition a programmable IA alerts module based on the third-party Skedler Alerts software leverages the 
search engine to provide a customizable method for the users to create alert notifications for any critical 
events: alert details, alert conditions, schedule details and alert action parameters can all be adjusted 
depending on the monitoring and alerting requirements. 

Figure 7. Insight Analytics’ Module to Create Powerful Programmable Alerts 

All attributes in a connection record, including any custom attributes, may be compared or counted to define 
the alerting condition. Multiple conditions can be combined together to create a complex match, comprising 
any of the following options:  

• A keyword search including a string or a pattern matching any part of the record 
• A comparison using any of the following operators: ==, <, >, =<, => 
• Aggregation conditions such as count, avg, min, max based on the field selection.  

Alert notifications can be mailed to individual users or lists. The email text can be parameterized to contain 
the alert name and time. The administrator can attach to the notification email a JSON file containing the set 
of records that triggered the alert.  To enable automation via machine-to-machine communication, alert 
notifications can also be delivered as webhook messages. 
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Webhooks:	A	Web	Notification	Technology	
Webhooks are user-defined HTTP-based callback actions that are often employed to develop simple push 
notification mechanisms. In essence, webhooks are plain HTTP POST messages that are triggered by some 
action or event. When that event takes place, the webhook’s source (typically a web service) sends an HTTP 
POST message to the URL configured for that webhook. The action performed corresponding to that URL 
can be anything (it’s typically a script specific to that event). The URL will receive an HTTP POST message 
with various programmable POST data and typically with one specific field, sometimes referred to as 
“hook”, which contains the action title or alert name. 

An example of webhook with its POST notification format is shown below: 

What could be a simple use case for a webhook? 

For example, since the IA alerting engine can only directly send an email message, but not a more complex 
type of alert, a webhook could be employed as an alternative action to, say, send (through a custom script) an 
abridged text message in addition to a detailed email message to one or multiple network admins when a 
specific critical event occurs, for example an attack detection alert is triggered. 

Pluribus’ vision is to expand the use of webhooks even further to make them a more generic and flexible 
notification technology, so that they could even be triggered by the reception of syslog messages, which can 
thereby be relayed to external custom scripts to implement a sophisticated chain of actions triggered by 
specific network or device events. 
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The	Power	of	Custom	Tags:	Blacklists,	Whitelists,	and	More	
Another powerful Pluribus IA technology, supported by the Tags module, provides a convenient method to 
add business and application context to flows using user-edited custom-defined tags. 
With this tool users can label their assets (groups of IP addresses, MAC addresses, switch ports, etc.) with 
any number of context tags (up to a maximum of 100) and then can aggregate and filter flows based on this 
programmable metadata. 

The Tags dashboard offers a customizable set of widgets for customers to build their own dashboard based 
on the context tags they program on the flows.  

A particularly useful capability for security is to be able to manually or automatically upload a so-called 
tagging profile file (CSV or XML file) via UI or REST API. The file can be manually created and edited 
(say, with a common spreadsheet such as MS Excel) or can be generated through a custom script. 

In such tagging profile table, the names of columns A through H (in row 1) must start with the string “item_” 
immediately followed by a field name (such as “srcip”, “dstip”, “srcmac”, “dstmac”, “dstport”, etc.). Those 
column names define the specific traffic flow fields that each table row entry (from row 2 onwards) needs to 
match on. 

Row 2 has the highest priority while the highest-numbered row in the table has the lowest priority. 
Therefore, this table can be seen (from columns A through H) as a list of ordered filter criteria to be applied 
to each flow analyzed by the IA engine. 
Each A-through-H cell can contain a string to be matched upon (such as an individual IP address or a range 
of IP addresses in the format “<ip>/<netmask>”) or can be left blank (in which case it has the default 
meaning of “any”). 

Columns H and I are special because they respectively match on the srcip or dstip (H) and on the srcmac or 
the dstmac (I), and are mutually exclusive with corresponding columns A/B and C/D (relationship shown in 
pinkish color in the figure below). 
The tagging operation (i.e., setting the attributes entered by the user in column J and above) occurs when a 
connection record matches all the conditions expressed in columns A through I in a specific row. 
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Below an example is displayed to help better visualize the filtering semantics. 

Figure 8. Example of Tagging Profile Table in CSV Format 

This useful feature can be applied to security-related use cases in which for example the creation of 
whitelists and/or blacklists of entities is required. 

In the example above, a simple security whitelist is represented in rows 20-22: row 20 tags connections from 
10.10.11.140 to 10.10.11.104 over port 9440 as “Authorized”, any other connection to 10.10.11.104 over 
port 9440 is tagged as “Unauthorized” by row 21, while row 22 tags any other connection to or from 
10.10.11.104 as “Other”, for example for possible later inspection. 

Other common use cases can be to tag flows associated with certain groups of devices or VMs by IP 
addresses, or by MAC addresses, or to track flows associated with certain Layer 4 ports based on application 
names, etc. 

The next section will present some simple configurations required for various practical security alerts. Those 
examples will also make use of custom tagging. 
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Examples	of	Insight	Analytics	Security	Alerts	
(Please note that the GUI to create alerts varies across IA releases. In newer releases, it adopts a different 
layout and includes further parameter grouping options.) 

Alert	#1:	Port	Scanning	from	Untrusted	Devices	
In this example a list of source devices has been custom-tagged as “UNTRUSTED” with a profile file as 
discussed in the previous section. These devices might be more vulnerable to security threats because more 
exposed to external software (for example, certain desktops and laptops in an enterprise) and therefore may 
not be fully trusted. Therefore, the alert condition checks if any untrusted host is generating too many SYN 
connections per minute (>= 1000) and reports it because it may be a sign of a port scan attack in progress 
(for example, of a worm trying to spread). The alert is sent over email with a full set of data in JSON format. 

Figure 9. Security Alert for Port Scanning 
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Alert	#2:	DDoS	Using	DNS	Messages	from	Untrusted	Devices	
In this variation of the previous example, the same list of source devices under close watch has been tagged 
as “UNTRUSTED”. In addition the DNS service has been tagged as “domain” (using TCP port 53). Then 
the alert condition checks if any untrusted host is sending too many DNS messages per minute (>= 1000) 
and reports it because it may be a sign of an attempt of DNS Server DDoS (for example, from a botnet). The 
alert is sent over email with a full set of data in JSON format. 

Figure 10. Security Alert for DDoS Using DNS Requests 
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Alert	#3:	Unauthorized	Access	to	a	Service	on	Servers	
This configuration example is intended to track unauthorized access to a service on servers. 
Custom-tagging is used to pre-mark with tag “AuthorizationStatus” = “Authorized” all connections 
associated with authorized devices and users. Every other entity is marked as “NotAuthorized”, therefore the 
alert’s matching condition is to simply check that there is at least one connection labeled as 
“NotAuthorized”.  The email notification’s JSON file contains the info on the offender. 

Figure 11. Security Alert for Unauthorized Access 
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Conclusion	
In closing it is worth reiterating the point central to this solution guide that, as a general best practice for 
network deployments, security should not be dealt with as an afterthought or as an expensive luxury; it 
should instead be considered an indispensable day-one foundational component for any IT architecture. 

Pragmatically this is easier to achieve, as discussed in various occasions in this paper, when a particular 
solution elevates security to first-class citizen status and makes it pervasively available as a cost-effective 
embedded technology (rather than a costly add-on) for high-performance platforms. 

Proof of that can be found in Pluribus Networks’ Secure Data Center solution, which uses as foundation the 
Pluribus Adaptive Cloud Fabric technology, built upon the versatile Netvisor SDN software, which can be 
leveraged to make security easy to configure, cost-effective and highly scalable in any DC architecture. 

Pluribus Adaptive Cloud Fabric ideally marries the performance needed by many of today’s data center 
architectures with the critical traffic visibility and security features sophisticated network admins require to 
be able to tightly harden their networks. It is a technological marriage that clearly and strongly differentiates 
the Pluribus architecture as a world-class solution for data center designs. 

In addition, the Pluribus Insight Analytics “toolbox” is the perfect companion to the feature set of the 
Adaptive Cloud Fabric, because both share the same aforementioned differentiation principles and therefore 
in combination represent the perfect choice for network administrators that are seeking:  

• A simple to deploy high-performance solution with a single pane of glass to analyze flows or packets 
to drastically reduce the time required to troubleshoot application problems on the network   

• A simple to deploy and maintain feature set to enhance the security posture of the fabric with 
extensive forensic analysis and flow auditing capabilities   

• A simple to deploy in-depth visibility tool to gain unprecedented insight into application flows and 
end-point behavior, so as to be able to create a baseline analysis and better cope with future 
unexpected or anomalous changes in the network’s traffic patterns and device behavior. 

In practice, the Pluribus Secure Data Center solution can really shine when combining the Adaptive Cloud 
Fabric and Insight Analytics’ openness, ease of use and cost-effectiveness to bring an impressive set of 
security capabilities to a wealth of open networking switches sold by various vendors (including Pluribus 
Networks and Dell Networking), which incorporate off-the-shelf chips such as Broadcom’s high 
performance Terabit/s Trident/Trident2/Tomahawk ASIC family (and others) that make them especially 
cost-optimized for data center customers. 

Openness and convenience are key staples of this solution: interoperability with other devices is guaranteed 
by the Adaptive Cloud Fabric’s standard features, while the Insight Analytics tools do not require the 
additional costs usually related to the deployment of dedicated packet brokers (or similar devices). Insight 
Analytics can also be used with or without Pluribus Networks-based switching fabrics and through sFlow 
support can collect and analyze flow data even from devices that do not support the Netvisor software. 
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In summary and in conclusion, Pluribus Secure Data Center solution’s main business value points can be 
outlined thusly: 

ü Use of standard open technologies for interoperability and convenience to maximize the network 
architect’s number of choices 

ü Scalability and transparency for maximum design flexibility and future proofing (e.g., to minimize 
the need for forced “forklift” upgrades)  

ü A wealth of standard and advanced security features for DC infrastructure hardening and tenant 
segregation 

ü Advanced analytics capabilities for proactive telemetry analysis and effective remediation actions, to 
minimize reaction times in case of unexpected or anomalous behaviors (e.g., in the case of a 
malicious service disruption) 

ü No additional licensing is required 
ü Last but not least, flexibility in the choice of hardware platforms for optimal cost-effectiveness 
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